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In this paper we prove that given a closed 2-manifold S, e > 0, and positive integer k, there are 
k tame s-approximations {hi(S): i = 1, k} of S and a null sequence of disjoint e-disks {D,: m = 
1, m} on S such that each D, intersects at most one hi(S) and that intersection is in h,(D,). 
Furthermore, for each i, S A h,(S) s (I., Int D, v (a compact null sequence of simple closed curves 
on which h, is the identity)). The proof relies heavily on Eaton’s Two Sided Approximation 
Theorem [6]. 
Given a monotone upper semicontinuous decomposition of S3 whose non-degenerate elements 
miss S, we use the above result to obtain k disjoint approximations of S such that no non-degenerate 
element intersects two of them. This corollary, together with a Disjoint Disk criterion [8], gives 
an alternative proof of E. Woodruff’s 2Sphere Decomposition Theorem [lo]. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 57Q55; Secondary 57N12, 57Q99 
1. Introduction 
Bing [l] proved the Side Approximation Theorem which states that for any closed 
2-manifold S in S3 and E > 0, there is a tame 2-manifold that s-approximates S and 
whose intersection with S lies in a finite number of disjoint E-disks on S. Eaton [6] 
proved his Two Sided Approximation Theorem which states that for any closed 
2-manifold S and E > 0 there is a pair of disjoint tame e-approximations, h,(S), 
h2(S) of S and a collection of disjoint a-disks {D,},“=, on S such that each Dj 
intersects at most one of h,(S) or h2(S) and that intersection is in hi( and 
Sn(h,(S)uh,(S))cUIntD,. 
Here we prove (Theorem 2.4) that for any closed 2-manifold S, E > 0, and positive 
integer k, there are k tame &-approximations {hi( S)}F=, of S and a null sequence 
of disjoint E-disks {Di}zl on S such that each 0, intersects at most one hi(S) and 
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that intersection is in hi(Dj); and, for each i, S n hi(S) c (U Int Oj u (a compact 
null sequence of simple closed curves on which hi is the identity)). (See Fig. 1.) 
The proof relies heavily on Eaton’s Theorem. 
If Ce is a monotone (i.e., each element connected) upper semicontinuous (USC) 
decomposition of S3 whose non-degenerate elements miss S, then we show (Theorem 
2.3) that the k approximating surfaces above can be chosen such that no non- 
degegenerate element of 59 intersects two of them. From this result it follows easily 
(Theorem 2.4) that given a monotone USC decomposition 59 of S3 and a closed 
2-manifold S missing the non-degenerate elements of 9, there are k disjoint approxi- 
mations of S such that no non-degenerate element of %I intersects two of them. 
As a corollary to this result (Corollary 3.3), we are able to use the Disjoint Disks 
criterion (see Section 3) to give an alternative proof to Edythe Woodruff’s 2-Sphere 
Decomposition Theorem [lo] which states that if % is an USC decomposition of S’ 
such that every element in 9 has a neighborhood basis of open sets whose boundaries 
are 2-spheres that miss the non-degenerate elements of 9, then % is shrinkable, i.e., 
s/ % = s3. 
2. Approximating surfaces in S3 
Bing proved a one sided approximation theorem; Eaton proved a two sided 
approximation theorem. Here we prove a k sided approximation theorem. The fact 
that a closed 2-manifold in S3 has only two sides did not deter us in the least. 
Eaton’s Two Sided Approximation Theorem [6] states that give a closed surface 
Sand an E > 0, there are two tame &-approximations of S satisfying certain condi- 
tions. The proof of Eaton’s theorem is local, so he could have stated a stronger 
version where the quality of the approximation is measured by a non-negative 
function f rather than a constant E. We state such a relative version of Eaton’s 
Theorem here. 
Throughout this paper we assume a point CO has been chosen in S3, away from 
all the action. For a connected closed 2-manifold S in S3, Int S denotes the 
component of S3 - S not containing Co. 
Theorem 2.1. (Relative version of Eaton’s Two Sided Approximation Theorem). Let 
S be a connected, closed 2-manifold embedded in S3 and letf: S + [0, a) be a continuous 
function. Then there are embeddings g, , g, : S + S3 and two null sequences {Di}zI and 
{Ei)z”=, of disks on S such that 
(0) Int AS) = Int g,(S) and g,(S) n g2(S) =f’(o); 
(1) all Di’s and Ei’s are disjoint from each other and disjoint from f ‘(0); 
(2) diam Di < rninXGDO if(x) and diam Ei < minxtE, ff (x) for all i; 
(3) d(gi(x), x)Gf(x) for each XE S; 
(4) gi(S-f’(0)) is tame; 
(5) S n g,(S-f’(O)) c IJ Int Di; 
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(6) Sn gz(S-fl(0)) C IJ Int Ei; 
(7) g*(S)nDi=gi(Di)nDi; Und 
(8) gz(S)nFE,=gz(E,)nEi. 
Definition. Given S and f as in the hypothesis above, the embeddings g, , g,: S + S3 
satisfying the conclusions will be called an Eaton pair. 
Theorem 2.2. Let S be a connected, closed 2-manifold embedded in S3, f: S+ [0, ~0) 
be a continuous function and 9 be a monotone, USC decomposition such that no 
non-degenerate element of 9 intersects S. Then there is an Eaton pair for S and f such 
that no non-degenerate element of 97 intersects g,(S) and g*(S). 
Proof. See Fig. 2. Let S, f and 9 be given according to the hypotheses. Let 
g;, g;, {Di}E1 and {Ei}Z1 satisfy the requirements of an Eaton pair for S and f/2. 
There may, however, be non-degenerate elements of 9 intersecting both g;(S) and 
g:(S). Let h : S + S3 be an approximation of S such that 
(1) hIS-(UQul_JE,)=id; 
(2) for each Di and for each XE Q, d(h(x), x) <min,,&f(x); and for each Ei 
and for each XEE~, d(h(x),x)<min,,&f(x); 
(3) for every i, j no element of 9 intersects both h(Q) and h(E,); 
(4) for each i no element of 9 intersects both h(Q) and g:(S); and no element 
of % intersects both h(Ei) and g:(S); and 
(5) h IIJ Int Di u Int E, is PL. 
The homeomorphisms g,, g, desired are obtained as follows: g, 1 S-U 9i = 
g:; g,)Q is obt . amed by cutting off gi(D,) near h(Q) but disjoint from h(S) and 
to the exterior of h(S). Similarly, g, 1 S - iJ Ei = g: and g, 1 Ei is obtained by cutting 
off gi(Ei) near h(Ei) but disjoint from h(S) and to the interior of h(S). Note that 
Int g*(S) c Int h(S) c Int g,(S) and h(S) n g,(S) = g,(S) n g2(S) for i = 1,2. 
The homeomorphisms g,, g, satisfy all the conclusions (O)-(8), so suppose G 
were a non-degenerate element of 9 that intersected both g,(S) and g2(S). Let 
xEGng,(S) and y~Gng,(S). Then xEInth(S) and yEExth(S). Since G is 
connected, there must be a point z E h(S) n G. Since h 1 S - (lJ 0, u lJ Ei) = id and 
no non-degenerate element of 9 intersects S, then z E h(Q) n G or z E h( Ei) n G. 
In either case, hypothesis (4) on h is contradicted. 0 
Definition. See Fig. 1. Let S be a connected, closed 2-manifold in S3, let E > 0, 
and let k be a positive integer. A collection {hi(S)}:==, of tame embeddings of S is 
an Eaton collection of k approximating surfaces for S i# 
(1) each hi(S) is a tame s-approximation of S; 
(2) for every i, Int( hi+,( S)) c Int( hi(S)); 
(3) there is a null sequence {Ji}Z1 of disjoint simple closed curves on S and a 
point * on S such that 
(i) for every i,j, i#j, h,(S)n hj(S)cUJi; 
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Fig. 1. This is a l-dimensional representation of an Eaton collection of 4 approximating surfaces for S. 
For simplicity the surface S is represented by a straight line even though in fact it is a wild surface. 
Pairs of points represent simple closed curves. 
(ii) if for some i and m, hi(S) nJ, #@, then hiIJ, =id; 
(iii) lJ Ji is compact; 
(iv) for each i, Ji bounds a disk D(Ji) in S-{*}; 
(v) for no collection of k - 1 curves Ji are the corresponding D(Ji)‘s nested; 
(4) there is a null sequence of disjoint disks {D,}P,, in S-U Ji such that 
(i) diam Di < E; 
(ii) for each i, Bd Di is tame; 
(iii) Sn(UFzl h,(S)-U J,)cU Int Di; 
(iv) for each i, Di intersects at most one h,(S) and Di CT h,(S) c hj(Int Di); 
(v) (IJ Bd Di) u (IJ Ji) is compact. 
Lemma 2.3. Let S be a connected, closed 2-manifold embedded in S3. Suppose for 
every E > 0 there is a collection {h j( S)}t , of e-approximations of S which satisJies all 
the conditions of an Eaton collection except for the nesting condition (2). Then for 
every E > 0 there is an Eaton collection of k e-approximating surfaces for S. 
Furthermore, if 59 is a monotone USC decomposition of S3 and {h{(S)} f=‘=, can be 
chosen such that no non-degenerate element of 3 intersects two hj(S)‘s, then the Eaton 
collection of k e-approximating surfaces for S can be chosen with this same property. 
Note: Lemma 2.3 is stated with hi’s because it will be applied to a collection of 
embeddings with this notation in the proof of Theorem 2.4. 
Proof. We produce an Eaton collection {g,(S)} f=:=, so that lJf=, g,(S) = lJf=, hi(S). 
The embeddings g, are obtained from the embeddings hi by exchanging disks and 
disks with holes among the h:(S)‘s. 
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Let C, be the component of S3 - IJ h:(S) that contains a-~. Let F1 = Bd Cr. Then, 
if E is sufficiently small, F, is homeomorphic to S because of condition (3), parts 
(i) and (ii). In fact, we define g, : S+ F, as follows: for each x E F, -U Ji, x E hi(S) 
for exactly one i, so g,(h;‘(x)) = x. For any x E FI n U .T, choose an i for which 
x E hi(S). Define g,(hr’(x)) =x. 
We define the remaining gi’s in a similar manner by the following inductive 
procedure. Suppose gi has been defined for all i < j. Let C, be the component of 
S3-C1(l__Jf=1 h:(S)-l__jl: g,(S)) that contains a. Let e=Bd Cj. Define gj as g, 
was defined. 
The collection of approximations {g,(S)};=, defined in this way is an Eaton 
collection. Suppose that 99 is a monotone USC decomposition of S3 such that no 
non-degenerate element of 9 intersects two hl(S)‘s. We show that the collection 
{gi( S)}F= 1 also has that property. Let G be a non-degenerate element which intersects 
hi(S). By hypothesis G is connected and does not intersect h;(S) forj # i. Therefore, 
for each j # i, either G is interior to h;(S) or exterior to h;(S). If G is interior to 
exactly n hl(S)‘s, then any point of lJf=, gi( S) n G lies on g,+,(S). This statement 
can be proved by induction on n. It concludes the proof of Lemma 2.3 since all 
points of G n UF=:=, gi(S) lie on the same approximation, g,+r(S), and therefore do 
not span two approximations. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Let S be a connected, closed 2-manifold embedded in S3, E > 0, and let 
k be a positive integer. Then there is an Eaton collection of k e-approximating surfaces 
for S. Furthermore, if 93 is a monotone USC decomposition of S3 such that no non- 
degenerate element of 3 intersects S, then the Eaton collection can be chosen such that 
no non-degenerate element of 93 intersects two surfaces in the collection. 
Proof. The collection is constructed inductively. For k = 1, a Bing-Lister Side 
Approximation will do [ 1,7]. For k = 2, an Eaton pair from Theorem 2.2 will do. 
Suppose an Eaton collection of k E/4-approximating surfaces for S, {hi(S)}:=,, has 
been constructed. Let {Ji}zl and {Di}~~ be the curves and disks on S given 
inductively. We proceed to produce an Eaton collection of (k + 1) &-approximating 
surfaces for S. 
Using Theorem 2.2, let g,(S), g2(S) be an Eaton for S such that for m = 1,2: 
(1) gmI(UJiuUBdDi)=id and g,(S)ng,(S)=(UJ,uUDi); 
Eleme 
,R 
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Elements of ‘3 “1 
Fig. 2. The conclusion of Theorem 2.4 for k = 2. 
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(2) d(g,(x), x) < e/4 for every x; 
(3) g,(S) intersects the h,(S)‘s just as S does, i.e., 
(i) g,(S)n(lJF=i hi(S)-UJi)cUIntDi; 
(ii) gi( 0,) u g2(Dj) intersects at most one hi(S) for each j and (g,(Dj) u 
g*(Dj)) fT htSjc hiW Oj>; 
(4) no non-degenerate element of % intesects both g,(S) and gz( S). 
A new collection { hl(S)}FT’=+: will be produced by modifying the old hi’s and adding 
a new one using gi(S) and gz( S). This collection will satisfy the hypotheses of 
Lemma 2.3. 
For each j, there is an i such that 
Note that Bd Dj c Int hi(S) or Bd Dj c Ext hi(S). If Bd 0, c Int hi(S), then hi 1 Dj is 
modified basically by cutting hi( 0,) off on gi( 0,). The embedding hk+, 1 Dj = g2 1 Dj. 
The embedding hi\ Dj is defined as follows: 
(1) Let E be a disk, in h,(Int Dj) such that ( Dj u g,(Dj)) n hi( 0,) c E. 
(2) Let E’ be a disk obtained by cutting off E near g,(D,). 
(3) Let D be a subdisk of Dj such that 
(i) Bd D misses all the distinguished subdisks of 0, associated by 
Theorem 2.2 with g,, g,; 
(ii) S n hi( Dj) c Int D; and 
(iii) g2( Dj) n D = 0. 
Obtain a new distinguished collection of subdisks of Dj for g,, g, by removing 
from the collection all of the original ones contained in D and adding D to the 
collection. Note that this replacement still leaves the collection as a valid collection 
in the conclusion of Theorem 2.2 for g, , g,. 
Finally, hi) 0, is defined to satisfy: 
(1) h:lBd Dj= hi\Bd Dj; 
(2) hi(D) = E’; and 
C- 
- - -- __ 
, 
h, 6) 
I I 
h,(S) I I \ / --_--- I 
Fig. 3. This figure illustrates the first step in the inductive construction of h;(S) given h,(S) and h,(S). 
Here we see the Eaton pair g,(S) and g,(S). 
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h,(S) I 
discarded part of E 
I 
Fig. 4. This figure is an expanded view of the part of Fig. 3 encircled by a dotted curve. Here we see 
how h,(D,) is cut off near g,( 0,). It is difficult to illustrate the disk D in a l-dimensional representation. 
(3) h;(Dj-D)=hi(Dj)-E. 
Note that each distinguished subdisk K of Dj associated with g, , g, from Theorem 
2.2 intersects at most one of hj(S) or hl,, (S) and intersects it in hj(Int K) or 
h;+,(Int K). Since diam Dj < s/4 and each of the hi’s and gi’s are s/4-approxima- 
tions of S, we know that hj and h;,, are s-approximations of 0,. 
Similarly, if Bd 0, c Ext hi(S), then hi 10, is obtained basically by cutting hi( 0,) 
off on gz( Dj) and defining h;,, 1 Dj as g, ID,. 
For each i, i=1,2 ,..., k, hi is the embedding obtained from hi by the 
modifications described above applied to each disk 0,. The embedding h;,, 1 S- 
U,“=, Dj=glIS-LJ,“=l 0,. Since hL+, (S) is tame except on the compact set which 
is the union of the tame simple closed curves {Bd D,}Zl and {Ji}z,, the surface 
h;+,(S) is tame by Cannon’s Theorem [4, Theorem 4.21. 
Fig. 5. This figure shows more of hi(S), h;(S), and h;(S). Note that the dotted portions of the Eaton 
pair g,(S), g,(S) have been discarded. Note also that hi(S), h;(S), and h;(S) are disjoint; however, if 
the inductive construction is continued, it will be seen that the new h:(S) would intersect this collection 
of three approximations at the simple closed curves U Bd D,, which would be called J’s at that stage. 
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We claim to have a collection of (k+ 1) e-approximations of S. The embeddings 
are {hj(S)}fzrr. The distinguished disks are those associated by Theorem 2.2 with 
g, and g, as modified above. The null sequence of tame simple closed curves are 
{Ji} u {Bd Di}. 
An argument similar to that used in the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows that choosing 
g, and g, to be appropriately good approximations of S guarantees that no non- 
degenerate element of 59 intersects two surfaces in the collection {hi( S)}Fzrr. This 
collection satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 2.3. Thus the proof of Theorem 2.4 is 
complete. Cl 
Theorem 2.5. Let 9 be a monotone USC decomposition of S3, S be a connected, closed 
2-manifold in S3 that misses the non-degenerate elements of 3, k be a positive integer, 
and E > 0. Then there is a collection {S,}f=, of disjoint tame e-approximations of S 
such that Int Si+r c Int Si for each i = 1, . . . , k - 1 and no non-degenerate element of 
ie intersects two Si’s. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.4 there is an Eaton collection of k s-approximating tame 
surfaces { Sl}f=, for S. 
Let S, be a level of an exterior collar on S{. Since the elements of Ce are connected, 
any element which intersects S, and S: would need to intersect S; contrary to 
hypothesis. Then Sz is chosen as a level in an exterior collar of Sk sufficiently close 
to S; so that no element of Ce intersects both S2 and S,. As before, no element 
intersects S, and S: for i > 2. Proceeding inductively, the desired Si’s are defined. Cl 
3. Decomposition 
In this section, Theorem 2.5 is used along with the Disjoint Disks Property to 
provide an alternative proof of Woodruff’s 2-sphere decomposition theorem. 
The DDP in S3 [8]. Here we describe some criteria for shrinkability of certain 
cellular, USC decompositions of S3. All these criteria demonstrate that the cellular, 
USC decomposition ‘9 in question satisfies Bing’s Shrinking Criterion [3] and hence 
is shrinkable, i.e., S3/?J is homeomorphic to S3. 
Consider a O-dimensional, cellular (or cell-like) USC decomposition ‘9 of S3, and 
a triangulation T of S3. By [8, Theorem 2.11, there is a homeomorphism of S3, 
restricted by any given saturated open cover of S3, which moves the non-degenerate 
elements of % off the l-skeleton of T. If mesh T is small, and one wishes to shrink 
the elements of 9, it suffices to produce a homeomorphism h : S3 + S3, restricted by 
a saturated open cover, so that for each element GE 59, h(G) does not intersect 
nonadjacent 2-simplexes in the 2-skeleton of T. In [8] the following Disjoint Disks 
Property was defined, reflecting the facts that disjoint 2-simplexes of T@) could be 
handled as pairs, and that moving the 2-simplexes off common elements of 9 is as 
good as doing the reverse. 
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Definition 1. A disk D’ in S3 is obtained from a disk D by a simple replacement of 
subdisks if there are disjoint subdisks {Ei}:=, on D and {E~}~=, on D’ where 
D’-u:=, E;= D-u;=, E,. 
Definition 2. The union of the non-degenerate elements of a decomposition +? will 
be denoted by N9 
The following theorem is a criterion for shrinkability of O-dimensional decomposi- 
tions of S3 proved in [8]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let YI be a O-dimensional, cell-like (or cellular), USC decomposition of 
S3. Then S3/ ?I is homeomorphic to S3 if and only if for each saturated open cover of 
NY and pair of disjoint tame disks D, , D2 with (Bd D, u Bd D2) n N9 = 0, there are 
disks D;, 0; such that: 
(1) 0: and 0; are obtained from D, and D,, respectively, by a sequence of simple 
replacements of subdisks; 
(2) all replacement subdisks of D;, 0; are in the given saturated open cover of N,; 
and 
(3) no element GE 99 intersects both 0; and 0;. 
Lemma 3.2. Let % be a monotone USC decomposition of S3, let S be a 2-sphere that 
misses the non-degenerate elements of 9, and let D,, D2 be disjoint tame disks such 
that (Bd D, u Bd D2) c Ext S, let U be an open set containing S, and let E be greater 
than 0. Then there are disjoint disks Di, 0; such that 0: is obtained from Di by a 
sequence of replacements of subdisks where the replacement subdisks are in U and such 
that 
(1) ifG~%, GnD:#0andGnD;#0, thenGnD,#P)andGnD,#0; and 
(2) ifG~%, GcIntSand GnD,#0 and GnD,f0, then Gn(D;uD;)=0. 
Proof. We assume that U is so near S that if GE 3, G n D, # 0, and G n Dz # 0, 
then G n U = 0. By a small adjustment to D, and D2, we may assume that ( D1 u 
DJ n S consists of a null sequence of simple closed curves and points [l]. Cover 
(D, u DJ n S by the interiors of a finite collection of disjoint annuli {Ai}:=, in S 
such that for each i, Ai n (D, u D2) c (Ai n 0,) or Ai n (D, u DJ c D2. Choose a 
point ~0 E S-U Ai and for each simple closed curve J c S - (00) define Int J to be 
the component of S-J not containing co. 
Let 
p =min{d(S, S3- U), d(D,u D,, S-u Int Ai)} 
Let 6 > 0 be so small that if S’ and S” are tame disjoint 2-spheres that are 6- 
approximations of S with S”= Int S’, then there is an embedding h : S x [0, l] + S3 
such that for each x E S, d(x, h(x, 0)) < p/4k and diam(h({x} x [0, 11)) < p/4k [2; 
Theorem 3.11. 
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Using Theorem 2.5, obtain disjoint tame &approximations {hi(S)},k=, of S, no 
element of % intersecting two of them, and a homeomorphism h : S x [0, k] + S3 
suchthath~S~{i}=h~foreachi=1,...,k,anddiamh({x}x[0,k])<~~. 
Order the annuli {Ai}fZ1 such that if Aj c Int(a component of Bd Ai), then j > i. 
By a small adjustment to D,, D2 we can assume that 
(D~u Dl)nh(Sx[O, k])=h(Ufz,Jix[O, k]) 
for some disjoint simple closed curves {Ji}~=,. 
Only one of the D,‘s can intersect h(A,), say D, does. Then D1 is modified as 
follows: For each J, contained in Ak, replace the subdisk on D, bounded by 
J, n h( S x {k - 1)) by Int Ji x {k - 1). Pulling these replacement disks slightly apart 
produces a new disk 0; obtained from D, by simple replacement of subdisks. Note 
that any non-degenerate element intersecting D{ and D2, must also intersect D, 
and D2. This separation argument appears in [9, p. 2451 and elsewhere. 
Similarly cut off the Di that intersects Aj on h(S x {j - 1)) for each j = 1,2, . . . , k. 
The disks Di, 0; desired are the disks obtained after all the above modifications 
have been performed. 0 
Corollary 3.3. (Woodruff [lo]). Let 54 be an USC decomposition of S3 such that for 
each non-degenerate element G in 9 and open set W containing G, there is an open 
set V such that Gc Vc W and Bd V is an 2-sphere that does not intersect any 
non-degenerate element of 9. Then S3/ 3 is homeomorphic to S3. 
Proof. The hypothesis implies that %? is a O-dimensional, cellular decomposition of 
S3; therefore, to prove that S3/% is homeomorphic to S3, it is sufficient to prove 
that 9 satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 (DDP). Therefore, let % be given 
and let D,, D2 be disjoint tame disks in S3 such that Bd D, u Bd Dz misses the 
non-degenerate elements of 9. Let U be an open set containing 
For each GE N, let V, be an hypothesized open set such that G c V, c U and 
Bd V, is a 2-sphere that misses the non-degenerate elements of 3. Since N is 
compact, there is a finite subcollection { VGt}:=, which covers N. 
By applying Lemma 3.2 n times, D, and D2 are modified to produce 0; and 0; 
such that no non-degenerate element intersects both. Therefore, the theorem is 
proved. q 
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